Sea Monsters
Floor. Church of San Lorenzo fuori le Mura, Rome. Cod. 0066627
Etruscan art. 1. Youth on sea monster. Cod. 0081948 2. Corner ornament. Cod. 0081071
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2. Harleian Bestiary 4751 f. 69: St Brendan the Navigator, 13th cent. Cod. H212201
Aviarium codex 278. Folio N. 47 Hugo de Folieto: A mermaid and centaur below a small boat with three sailors, 14th cent. Cod. H212370
Dante and others meeting and riding mermaids, 14th century. Cod. H214317
1. Anonymous Flemish painter. Creation of the Animals. Cod. 0012893
2. Pinturicchio. Frescoed vault: Scene with Sea Monsters. Cod. 0080519
3. Ignazio Danti. Sardinia. Cod. 0088774
2. Arcimboldo Giuseppe. Costuume design for sea dragon no. 3216 F. Cod- 0112470
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